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1 Aware, now, of the real state of This is sixty times as fast as lithographic
[From the St. Louis Republican.]
THE VILLAGE GARRISON.
The Mastodon.—in various parts of this
It happened, in the course of the matters, the absurdity and cleverness of printing, and a hundred times as fast as cop
vast continent remains of’ the Mastodon 1Thirty Years War, that Gonsalvo de Cor the trick moved even the Spanish gravity, per-plate printing! With a double Napier,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
have been occasionally disinterred, but so dova,
(
who commanded the Spanish troops and Gonsalvo gave free course to his these rates should be doubled. Such a rate
JAMES K. REMICH.
Office nn the Main-street-opposite lhe Meeting-House. far no complete skeleton has as yet been then overrunning the Palatinate, found it mirth. Then taking off a rich gold chain of printing, of course, would never be at
found, the upper part of the head all above ;necessary to possess himself of a little which decorated his person, he passed it* tempted where beautiful work was the ob
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
ject ; but even with a medium sheet, and
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— the level of the zygomatic process being de walled village, called Ogorsheim, that lay round the neck of the infant.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which cayed, and it has been given up by every
under the hand-press, 6,000 square feet of
‘
Permit
me
to
offer
this
mark
of
my
in his way On the first intelligence of
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
very handsomely printed woodcut prims
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub scientific man, that any part of the sum his approach all the inhabitants fled to esteem/ said he, good naturedly, 1 for the
By the may be obtained in ten hours. This is ten
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
mit of the head could be found.
Manheim ; and when Gonsalvo at length valiant garrison of Ogersheim.
The publisher doesxnot hold himself responsible for
An entire head never having as yet been (drew near, and summoned the place to hand of a soldier Ï envy you the pos times as many as are usually got from cop
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
found, I think the scientific world will hail surrender, there remained within the walls session of such a reinforcement ; and you per, and six times as many as from stone.
'charged for its insertion.
The disadvantages of wood-cuts are, 1.
the announcement with pleasure, when I only a poor shepherd and his wife, the must let me present you with this purse
This
miscellaneous
inform them that I have recently obtained latter of whom having that very morning of gold for the use of the young recruit? The imperfection of the engraving.
He then stooped down and kissed the is especially applicable where there is much
an uncommonly large, entire, head of the brought a little infant into this world of
Natural and Moral Beauty.—Who
delighted mother and her boy, and quitted lettering and cross-lining in black, as in
has not admired the mellow hues of the* Mastodon, together with a great many oth misery, was unable to leave her bed :
er bones. The circumstances attending its and her husband, of course, staid with the house, leaving the shepherd to boast, maps. The most accomplished wood en
rainbow, girding the heavens with glory,,
for many a summer’s day and winter night,.; graver in this country informs us that the
discovery are these :
her.
and brightening all nature with unsullied
■ map of C onnecticut, which we published a
A few weeks sinc’e, receiving information
The anxiety and distress of the poor of the success of his stratagem.
splendor ? Who has not gazed with de
The above anecdote is authentic, and few weeks since, cannot be equalled on
from a friend that many large bones were man may be more easily conceived than
light at the mild lustre of the moon, pur
found on the property of Captain Palmer described. Fortunately, however, he pos mentioned in lhe memoirs of the Elector wood, the difficulties of such work, from the
suing her still, steady path of purity and
very nature of wood engraving, are so great.
& Co., about 22 miles south of St. Louis, sessed both courage and shrewdness ; and Palatine.
light, through the blue vault of a serene
2. The engraving on wood, except for a
I immediately proceeded to the spot ; and on the spur of the moment, bethought
summer’s sky ? Who has not been pleas
class of subjects, is very expensive.
Cerography.—The New York Observer limited
'
through lhe politeness and cheering encour himself of a scheme to give his wife and
ed at the brightness of the stars, the splen
agement of Captain Palmer, commenced baby a chance of escape, which, after e in a few weeks ago contained a map of the The map of Connecticut, to which we have
dor of the sun, the beauty of the moon,
operations, which proved more successful bracing them both, he hastened to put State of Connecticut, published as a speci- 1referred, could be beautifully engraved on
and the loveliness of the evening? And
men of a new species of engraving, invent- ’copper for less than a fourth part of the ex
than my most sanguine anticipations. The into execution.
shall natural objects excite our admiration,
ed by Mr. Morse, the editor of that paper, Ipense which would be incurred iff cutting
outside formation and peculiar construction
the
The
inhabitants
having
quitted
and moral worth be disregarded ? Shall
in a rough way on wood..
We have out
'
of the upper part of the head is different town in great haste, had left almost all and called by him Cerography.
mere matter inspire delight, and spiritual
The advantages of Cerography are, 1.
from any quadruped in Natural History that their property at his disposal ; so he had endeavored, from examination of the speci
Shall
’excellence not afford pleasure ?
1 am acquainted with.
It is composed of no difficulty in finding what was requi men, but without success, to conjecture the The engraving of many subjects can be ex
the empire of taste be restricted to the
with a rapidity*' approaching very
'
small cells about three inches deep, .covered site for bis purpose,-—namely, a complete manner in which the work is executed. Be- ecuted
observation of the senses, and all that is
near to that of drawing upon stone; and
ing
printed
on
a
large
sheet
in
common
by
a
thin
cranium
;
attached
to
the
upper
change of dress. Having first accoutered
truly great and noble, and praiseworthy,
jaw is the snout, which projects about his lower man in military guise, he tossed with the letter press of a large newspaper, the whole expense of a plate prepared for
amiable in character and action be for
eighteen inches over the lower jaw, and away his shepherd’s hat, which he re the plate must be the character of a wood the press will ordinarily be less than that of
gotten/or despised 1
a pl^t§, in,^opper or wood. 2. The plate
which has never been described before.
placed with a huge helmet, 4 a world too engraving, yet it possesses almost the deli
cacy of a copperplate engraving, and a-, is duFaoIe”under the press. A million good
The
position
of
the
tusks
in
the
head,
wide/
—
he
buckled
a
long
sword
to
his
[From the German of Ritcher.]
has been a subject of discussion amongst side, threw a goodly cloak over his bounds in lines which are evidently imprac copies may be struck from it ; and as it can
Hast thou e’er seen a woman’s heart,
Naturalists, and they have been placed in shoulders, stuck two enormous pistols in ticable in wood engraving. The uniformi. be stereotyped, the number of plates may be
which, suffering all the trials of life, still
the same manner as those of an Elephant. his belt, and fastened to his high heeled ty of the lettering, although varied by the• multiplied indefinitely at a trifling expense,
relies upon God, which though it may
It gives me pleasure to state that I can set boots a .pair of those prodigious jingling diversity of characters afforded by lhe use. and each plate will give a million copies,
weep and bleed inwardly, is always joy
tle this question— for in the head I have spurs which were the fashion of the of different fonts of type, shows that this 3. Lines of all engravings, except, perhaps,
ful before men, and which the storms of
the very finest class, can be made with near
discovered, I found a tusk firmly implanted times,
Thus accoutered, he forthwith part of the work is of the nature of stereo
the world can neither disturb nor darken ?
in lhe socket, and had it conveyed with betook himself to the walls, and leaning, type casting, but in what manner the shad ly or quite the same perfection as in copper
Where is its image ?
In heaven—there
great care to my Museum, but owing to the with a pompous air on his sword, he ing, roads, and other arbitrary lines are in or steel, and with less labor. 4. We know
stands the rainbow ; clouds and winds ag
of no limit to the size of cerographic plates.
ignorance and carelessness of a laborer, in listened cooly to the herald, who advanc serted, it is difficult, from an inspection of
itate it not ; the)/ may float before it,
the impression, to.imagine, unless it be by We suppose they may be made as large as
carrying it up stairs, it was broken off, but ed to summon the village to surrender.
but it shines forth in the sunlight ; its
From what is the bed of the largest Napier press. 5.
its position can be prdved by a number of
c Friend/said our hero, as soon as the some process of etching.
drops are brilliant with varied hues, and
The printing is executed with the common
gentlemen of the highest respectability. The herald bad concluded his speech, ‘ tell stated by the inventor, of the rapidity and
it lies on heaven’s arch as the crystal
printing-press, and of course as rapidly as
cheapness
of
the
execution,
the
size
to
which
tusks are not situated in the same position your commander, that though I have not
morning dew of a summer’s day.
wood-cut or letter-press printing; that is,
as those of an Elephant, or yet the Moose, made up my mind to surrender at all, I the plate may be extended, its adaptation to
at the rale of 6,009 square feet in ten hours,
THE BLOSSOMS AND THE LAUREL TREE.
as was supposed by some. They diverge may possibly be induced to do so provid the rapid and cheap mode of printing, by
for beautiful work under the hand-press, or
When the blossoms of May had fal outwards from the head with the convexity ed he agrees to lhe following conditions, which the ordinary book and newspaper
60,000 under the single Napier.
len to lhe ground, and, all soiled and forward, and the point turning backwards in which I shall make no abatement printing is executed, we cannot but regard
With this statement, our readers can
withering, were mingling with the soil, in the same plane with lhe head ; the tusk whatever :—First, the garrison must be it as a very important and useful invention,
judge, as well as ourselves, of . the effects
particularly
applicable
to
the
printing
of
maps
they were thus addressed by the shining found in the head measures ten feet, one allowed to march out with military hon
drawings in connection with letter press, which Cerography, in the hands of accom
inch, from the base to the tip, following the ors ; second, the lives and property of and
satin leaves of the laurel :
1
plished artists, will probably produce on
44 Weak and useless things! scarcely outside of the curvation, and two feet in the inhabitants must be protected ; third, for the illustration of works of almost every
the other arts of engraving.
description.
We
doubt
not
lhe
inventor
born before you sink to the ground and circumference near the socket. The other they must be left to enjoy tht? free ex
will obtain an ample reward for his ingenui
We suppose that, with an improvement of
perish; while we grow firmer, more ner tusk measures only nine feet—-part of the ercise of lhe Protestant religion.’
ty. We copy the following article in rela which it is evidently susceptible, it will also
vous, more bright, until the long harvest' roof is wanting. When placed in the head
The herald immediately replied, that
months, when yielding our place to the in their original position, the distance from such preposterous conditions could riot for tion to the invention, from the last Observ have an important effect on the art of print
ing, especially on printing in the characters
loveliest and richest fruit, ’mid the badges1 tip to tip measures sixteen feet. I may add,i a moment be listened to ; adding, that the er.—Boston Dai. Adv.
of the Chinese, Hindoo, and other oriental
Cerography.
—
To
enable
our
readers
to
of honor and the thunder artillery of battle,, that it required two stout men to carry the' garrison was known to be weak, and
Even in lhe present state, it
largest tusk, and two yoke of oxen to carry concluded by again demanding the in- understand lhe value of the new mode of languages.
we sink to rest on the hero’s grave.”
engraving, which we call Cerography, we will no doubt be used as a substitute for
But the fallen blossoms replied, 44 we fallI the head and tusks from the place of disin-■ slant surrender of the place.
willingly for we have given birth to that■ terment to the Museum.
4 My good friend/ answered the shep- will first state briefly some of the prominent type-setting in some cases ; but of this we
Besides the Mastodon’s head, I have' herd, 4 do not be too rash.
I advise you advantages and disadvantages of the three will say more hereafter.
delightful fruit.”
’
to
inform
your
general
from
me,
that nothYe silent, unnoticed, transient inhabi■ found near the same place, several highly
r------- 7
--------O
............... J----- .........................
........ modes of engraving now in use, viz : Lith
[From the Dublin University Magazine.^
bloodshed ography, or stone engraving ; Coppertants of the humble peasant shed, ye in interesting remains of antediluvian animals, ing but my desire to avoid1
HINTS TO PARENTS.
the mean chamber bending over the page one of which especially merits attention. It could make me think of surrendering on plate, or metal engraving ; and Xylogra
of genius ; ye unmarked, insignificant toil is the head of a nondescript animal, which any terms whatever : and please to add, phy, or wood engraving.
The proper regulation of the imagin
The great advantage of Lithography, is ation is a duty of unquestionable obliga
ers in the school room, ye noble benefactors, appears to have been superior in size to the that if he does not agree to those I have
without name or honor in history, and largest elephant, and which resembles already stated, he will gain possession of the ease with which the engraving is exe tion.—Women, especially, are prone to
ye unknown mothers, envy not the splen somewhat the mastodon in the hind part of the town only by the point of the cuted. With a pen or crayon, and an ink act upon mere feeling, and it is a kind of
dor ofcourts, of the mountain of gold, of the head ; but the front part is different, sword ; for I declare to you, by the faith properly prepared, a drawing is made upon beneficent provision of Providence that
the triumphal arch, of the deeply ploughed and until it is recognized or proved to have of an honest man and a Christian, as well the stone almost as rapidly as it could be done their feelings are so often as correct as
and blood-moistened battle field, you are been previously discovered, shall name it as by the honor of a gentleman, that the with a pen and ink, or pencil, on paper, they are acute, and, therefore, in some
Koch’s Missourian, in honor of the State garrison has lately received a re-inforce- and when the drawing is finished, the plate sort, stand them in the stead of the
the blossoms.—Baptist Advocate.
is ready for the press.
discovered in, and intend, in a very short ment he little dreams of.’
judgment and principle of men.
But then
The" disadvantages of Lithography are,
So saying, the shepherd lighted his pipe,
it is plainly a radical and dangerous error
An Extract.—it is an exquisite and time to give a minute description of it, as
They to educate them rather to feel than to rea
beautiful thing in our nature, that when well as a great many relics not mentioned. and puffed away with an air of the most 1. Lines are not clear and distinct.
A. KOCH,
consummate nonchalance. Confounded by have a muddy and ragged appearance, which son. By their very constitution they nat
the heart is touched and softened, by some
this appearance of boldness and security, is offensive, especially when the eye dwells urally possess feelings more quick and sus
Proprietor of the St. Louis Museum.
tranquil happiness, or affectionate feeling,
the
herald thought it prudent to return, upon the print. 2. The engraving is snot ceptible, with judgment less strong and
the memory of the dead comes over it
Pride of a Cow. — A correspondent in and state to Gonsalvo the demand which durable under the press; it frequently re disciplined, than men.
Hence their con
most powerfully and irresistibly. It would
The Spanish General, quires renewal after one or two thousand duct generally will be guided rather by
almost seem as though our belter thoughts forms us that while on a visit at lhe had been made.
impressions have been taken.
3. The feeling than by reason.
Their education
and sympathies were charms, in virtue of country house’ of a lady, it one day hap deceived by this show of resistance, and
printing is expensive. From plates of the should, therefore, we conceive, be shaped
which the soul is enabled to hold some pened that they passed the cow house just being unwilling to waste either time or
best dimensions, for printing a large amount to strengthen that which is weak in them,
vague and mysterious intercourse with the at the time when the dairy maid was driv men in reducing this paltry town, resolv
of
surface in a given time, (say, plates of and to regulate that which is too apt to be
ing
home
the
cows
to
be
milked.
They
ed to agree to the conditions offered ; and,
spirits of those whom we dearly loved in
two feet by 18 inches,) it is not usual, we sensitive to excess. This is one great rea
life. Alas 1 how often and how long may all passed in quietly enough, with the ex followed by his troops, approached the
understand, to print more than 1,000 square son why so much novel reading of any
those patient angels hover around us, ception of one, which stood lowing at the gates. The lenient determination was an
feet of paper in a day of ten hours.
kind, and all bad and trashy novels, should
watching for the spell which is so seldom door, and resisted every effort of the dai nounced by the herald to the shepherd,
The great advantage of Copper-plate, or be carefully interdicted.
ry
maid
to
induce
her
to
enter.
When
the
They are far
who
only
vouchsafed
to
say
in
reply,
4
I
uttered and so soon forgotten.
maid was interrogated as to the cause of find your commander a man of some metal engraving, is, that lines can be made more pernicious to women than to men.
perfectly clear and distinct, and of the ut Almost every man has of necessity so
Advice to the Fair Sex.—Women this obstinacy, she attributed it to pride ; sense.’ He then left the walls, let down
most fineness and delicacy.
and
when
surprise
was
expressed
at
this,
much coalition with the realities of life, go
the
drawbridge,
deliberately
opened
the
should be aware, that however great may
The disadvantages of copper-plate en ing forth to his work and labor till the eve
she
explained,
that
when
any
other
of
the
gates, and allowed the Spanish troops to
be their beauty of face or gracefulness of
Surprised at seeing graving are, 1. The engraving, as compar ning, in this draggletail dreary dun of a
person, it is not to be compared with the cows happened to get in before her, this pour into the town.
particular
cow
would
seem
quite
affronted,
no
one
in
the
streets
but a strange fel ed with Lithography, is expensive. To en work-day world, that the interference and
•charms of a well regulated mind; a mild
and
would
not
enter
at
all,
unless
the
others
low, whose caricature of a military cos grave a map on copper will usually cost a- disturbance of real business and worldly in
and amiable disposition is more engaging
least three or four times as much as to draw terests must serve to rouse him perforce
than beauty of person ; meekness and were turned out again, and she had an op tume hung upon him like patch-work,
it upon stone ; and to engrave it on steel, from idle dreams, and disenchant him from
portunity
of
walking
in
before
them.
Gonsalvo
began
to
suspect
treachery,
and
modesty, accompanied by good sense, are
probably six or eight times as much.
2. any spell of romance in which he may have
of a fe-l This statement having excited curiosity,
. 5 seizing the shepherd, demanded to know
the true and lasting ornaments
c--------Copper-plate is not durable under the press. sillily entangled his imagination. But with
and
a
wish
to
ascertain
its
accuracy,
the
where
the
garrison
was
?
male ; for she that has these is well quali
Living at home, with
4 If your highness will follow me I will It will usually require to be touched, at half a girl it is not so.
fied for the management of a family, for maid was desired to redouble her exer
the expense of the original engraving, after no property to manage, no interest to cul
educating her children, shewing kind and tions to induce the cow to enter ; on which show you/ answered the rustic.
4 Keep by my stirrup then,” exclaimed 10,000 copies have been taken ; and al tivate, no family to provide for, no conten
affectionate attention to her husband, and she chased the animal through every cor
ner
of
the
yard,
but
without
success,
until
Gonsalvo; 4 and on the least symptom though three or four times 10,000 may be tion at the bar, no designs to forward at
conforming herself to a prudent way of
struck on steel, the greater cost of the en court, in the camp, or the country—no
living.
These are the real charms that she at last desisted for want of breath, de that you mean to betray me, I shall send a
graving on steel will still give Lithography bargains to manage there “ where mer
claring
that
there
was
no
other
remedy
bullet
through
your
heart.
’
render women amiable, and entitle them
3. chants most do congregate
nothing, in
She was then
4 Agreed/ said our friend. 4 Follow me, the advantage of metal in cheapness.
to the best regards of good and affection than to turnout the cows.
The printing from copper-plate is ex short, which she cannot, in some meas
permitted
to
make
the
experiment,
and
no
Spaniards
I
for
I
declare
to
you
by
the
ate husbands.—N. Y. Sun.
It is even more expensive than ure, transform and accommodate to her
sooner were the others driven out, than words of an honest man and a Christian, pensive.
From plates of the own ideal world, she may very easily, if
Some men declaim against the real or im in walked the gratified cow, with a state as well as by,the honor of a gentleman, printing from stone.
best dimensions, (say, plates of 1 foot by she yield to her imaginative impulses, live,
aginary faults of others, for the sake of divert ly air, her more humble companions fol that the garrison will offer no injury.’
ing attention from their own. Just as a thief lowing meekly in her train.
He then placed himself by Gonsalvo’s 18 inches,) it is not usual to print more as it were, in a dream, a stranger to her
will sometimes join in the alarm, and seem
Penny Magazine.
stirrup, and followed by the troops, passed than 400 copies, (equal to 600 square feet) real duties, and wasting all her energies and
hottest in the pursuit.
sympathies on unattainable combinations of
several silent and deserted streets, till, at in a ten-hour day.
A lady, who has found the following length, turning into a narrow lane, he
The great advantage of Wood Engrav qualities. Thus she may regard her first
il When my husband comes home drunk remedy for the prevention of bed bugs,
ing is the cheapness of the printing, and the suitor fa short, fat, good-natured, red-faced
on brandy,” said an afflicted wife, “ he wishes to make it public :—After cleansing stopped before a mean looking house, and
man, of no particular age, and an excellent
goes to bed and snoozes it out ; but when the bedstead thoroughly, rub it over with having prevailed on Gonsalvo to enter, he convenience of using the blocks in the same
he gets drunk on w’ine, I and my children hog’s lard. The lard should be rubbed on led him into a small room, where lay. his form with type. If one side of this paper, estate in the country,) as a repulsive and
f3 feet by 2, equal to six square feet j were detestable wretch, to whom she is to be
have to flee for our lives.” The intoxica with a woolen cloth. Bugs will not infest wife, with her little boy beside her.
tion of wine, in many cases at least, is such a bedstead'for a whole season.
4 Noble general/ he said, pointing to the filled with wood cuts, they could be printed sacrificed for money ; or she may array the
worse than that of rum or whiskey.
former, 4 this is our garrison ; and this/ easily under a single Napier press, at the tall, lalbey curate of the neighboring par
Keep a minute account of every outlay he added, taking his son in his arms,4 is rate of 1,000 an hour, making 10,000 cop ish, or the sighing subaltern of a march
No evil is insupportable, but that which is
ies, or 60,000 square feet in a ten-hour day. ing regiment, whom she meets atacounthe reinforcement of which I told you?
however trifling.
accompanied with consciousness of wrong.
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try ball, in all the glories <of one of her fa-1
vorite knights of romance.
•I
If our neighbors of the Demot
nee.
In any
F O R ElGN
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FOR
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case she stores up much unhappiness
’ $1000 in specie or paper money, which
FOREIGN ITEMS.
Departure of lhe President from Hudson.—
for herself. For, at the best, and suppo
not wanted for immediate use, would th*8
SATURDAY. AUGUST 3, 1839,
The prospect of a War in the East, Mr. Van Buren left Hudson on Saturday
sing no actual imprudence to result, she
keep it 911 hand, or hand it over to an hon^
for
Kinderhook.
His
escort,
says
the
Re

must, at length, wake up, as a married wo it is feared, is unfavorable to the Peace
WHÍG NOMINATION.
neighbor to keep for them, or deposit it
England and France are publican, consisted oi four barouches and two
man to butcher’s bills and brewing, to suck of Europe.
[Election, September 9, 1839.]
one of the good and solvent banks in thej
one horse wagons.
There were no cheers
le babesand chronicle small beer, to plag- now with powerful fleets in the Le at his departure, and around and about the
village ? Unquestionably the latter. T|ie
FOR GOVERNOR.
The Deputies of France aver hotel, there were not more than twenty
uey servants, smoky chimneys, squalling vant.
would feel that it was safer there—a|tOgJy
children, and, above all, to imagined neg there is a necessity for protecting Tur individuals. The Republican adds :
EDWARD IÍEWT.
er better there. So would ninety-nine bu"
lect, or want of tenderness and lover-like key against Russia, which nation, it is
And thus departed Mr. Van Buren from
attention on the part of her good man. assumed, is stimulating the Egyptians. the “ city of his adoption.” And without the | We run up the whig
_ flag
_ to-day,
_ in order siness men in every hundred in community
Cause and effect then carry on their usual All parties, M. Berryer, M. Dupin, aid of his well trained troop of office hold-1that °'jr political friends maybe reminded Such is the practice. It has been tested
'
‘
action and re-action. But lhe natural death Odillon Barrot, and the Ministers, were ers, thus would he have entered. How dif-! that
the
day of the annual election is near and found convenient and safe. Can it be
of love is an ungrateful and ungracious of one accord in voting ten millions of ferent would have been the expression of!| at hand, and that the gentleman who so then, that Banks are safe for individuals and
theme, on which we desire not to dwell, francs, to enable France to do her part public feeling, had he thrown aside the faithfully and satisfactorily discharged ihe
unsafe for Government ? It has been We||
trammels of party—and visited his native
it frets and worries (and injures us, too,^ to in protecting Turkey.
state as the President of the Nation. Mav duties of the gubernatorial office last year remarked, in reference to this scheme, i|lat
depict all that seems best and most amiable
We understand, says the London all future Presidents learn wisdom from this
is again nominated for the Chief Magis “ the great principle of the greatest good to
in our nature, as only hollow, and fugitive, Morning Chronicle, that the American “ Experiment.”
tracy of the State.
the greatest number, demands that the set
and illusory. But it is quite another thing merchants resident in London are about
We wish wo could credit the frequent vants of the people, that their govERNme^
to guard against misapprehension and mis to give a splendid dinner to Mr. Web
Mr. Fan Buren at Schenectady.—The Com
take— to teach lhe fanciful, and perhaps ster, the eminent American statesman, mon Council of Schenectady have refused declarations of our opponents, that the should not venture to do with the people's mon
to receive Mr. Van Buren in their official ca
the wayward girl that she must open her now on a visit to this country.
whigs are hard at work”—“ preparing for ey what the people, in their individual capacity
eyes upon the ups and downs, the clouds
a grand effort in September,” &c. &c.,-but are unwilling to do with their own." Tlie
His Excellency the American Minis pacity. They turn him over to his party.
N. Y. Express.
and sunshine of married life, which, for our ter entertained his Royal Highness the
we fear they are not sufficiently alive to “ practical effect of the system” has already
lasting good, are so diversified, and from Duke of Sussex, and a distinguished par
the importance ol the approaching contest. been proved to be decidedly injurious to the
Brattleboro,
Ft.
—
On
the
evening
of
the
which solid happiness may be extracted ty, at dinner, at Portland-square on Fri
12th, there was a severe thunder storm on We say importance, for every election is best interests of lhe government and the peo
by a well regulated spirit, with really reas day evening.
the road from Westfield to Northampton ; important, enabling us, as it dries, to mani pie, both in a pecuniary and moral point
onable expectations ; but which yet is so
A tremendous explosion, attended with the rain deluged the earth, and the vivid
unlike the cloudless paradise of a dreamy a vast sacrifice of human life had occur flashes of lightning immediately succeeded fest our attachment to our political faith, to of view. Carried into full operation, “ ¡t
girl’s imagination, that lhe houri who has red at St. Hildas Colliery, South Shields, by crashes of thunder, followed each other express our opinion of pub% men and would,”—to use the language of the Globe
the scene was truly measures, to exercise a right which forms (the official organ of the Government,) in'
dwelt in that intoxicating atmosphere is a by which fifty men and boys were killed. in rapid succession
grand
and
terrific.
A
letter to lhe editor of the noblest feature in our institutions.
creature helplessly unfit to live and breathe
if 1834,-“ bring the public treasure much nearAmong the passengers in the Great
the Hartford Courant, says that crops in that
tn the terrestrial air of connubial reality.
Western we observe the names of Col. section of the country were laid prostrate our principles are dear to us, if we care er the actual custody and control of ihe
Mudge and other gentlemen, appointed and entirely ruined by a severe hail storm on any thing for them, we ought not most as President than it is now, and expose it i0
Human Nature.—The longer we live, by the British Government as commis
the 12th, which extended for some dis suredly to permit our opponents to carry be plundered by a hundred hands where
and the more we know of the world, sioners on the Eastern boundary.
Mr. tance above Brattleboro, in a southwest di the approaching election by default. It is
one cannot now reach it”—it would, moreosome say, our misanthrophy increases, as Featherstonhaugh’s name does not ap rection.— Portland Adv.
not at all probable that so large a vote will ver, in the words of the same paper, be
wine becomes flat and acid by expo pear among them—notwithstanding that
Keene, N. H.—On the 12th, a man was be thrown by either party in September as “ disorganizing and revolutionary, subver.
sure. Experience, however, teaches the the newspapers have appointed him.
killed by lightning, while at work on the was thrown last fall, but the whigs should sive of the fundamental principles of our
reverse. We grow, perhaps, more hard
The Boundary Question.—Mr. Feath- roof of a house in“ Keene, the sun shining look to it, that their opponents, if they suc
hearted, and encase ourselves, as it were,
Government, and of its entire practice, from
in a shell ; grow more tenacious, as the erstonaugh.—The London Morning Her. bright at the time, and lhe sky clear, with ceed, are not permitted to carry their tick 1780 down to this day.”]
ald of June 29th, contains a report that the exception of a cloud laying in the
naturalists say, and act on the defensive ;
Every whig
the British Government had appointed' south west. The most singular occurrence et by an increased majorily
Resolved, That Martin Van Buren as Chief Execii.
but we discern that it is not so much
happened
between
Charleston
and
Walpole.
should
now
resolve
that,
providence
permit live officer of these United States, during the late nan'
from man that we need protection, as “ two Commissioners with instructions to' The chains connecting the leading horses ting, he will attend town meeting on the ic. excitement, agitation and threatened RevoluL*
has shown himself possessed of a strong intuitive sa«»»'
from the necessity by which he is driv proceed immediately to the disputed of the stage with the pole, were broken
second Monday of next month.
Neighbors
—ot a moral courage which knew- no tear Uhe»
en. Human nature is individually better territory for the purpose of surveying■ by a flash of lightning, and the horses de should discuss the leading political questions city
the good of the public bid him to ‘ go on 5’—of a devo
tached from the stage—no one injured ; in
than we are disposed to think, notwith
lion of patriotism which staked every thing personal™
Lady Flora Hastings, about whom the deed the horses escaped without injury.
of the day in good temper, dispassionately
the issue of such measures as lhe public welfare ip
standing its collective character re
readers
Portland
Adv.
of
newspapers
have
read
so
whigs need not fear lor the result of such quired him to adopt.
quires all our art to ward off its re
The foregoing is copied from the Alfred
j discussions—they can command incontromorseless assaults. We do not, by age much, in consequence of the slanders
A federal paper said that Judas Iscari
brought against her, died in London on
4ih of July Resolutions. Such rant would
j
veitible
fads
and
sound
arguments
which
or knowledge, soar into misanthrophy ;
be excusable, perhaps, in a man who should
the morning of the 5th July.
Her ill ot was a democrat. A down easter ad
we only come to know man better, and
mits that Judas was once a democrat— (cannot fail to convince the candid enquirer give utterance to it in a moment of excite
ness
was
dropsy,
and
her
mental
anxiety but after his apostacy, became a panic whig.
see clearer how much he is the agent
after political truth.
Our principles will ment, in an ‘ unguarded hour’—when pas
of circumstances, ordained in their or from the unhappy life she has passed |
JVew Haven Register.
bear the test of examination, and deserve a sion had gained lhe mastery over reason, and
must
have
hastened
her
decease.
In
con

der by fate or
Providence.
It were
Perfectly in character with the spirit of
imagination was rioting untramelled and un.
hearty support. If it is not deemed expe
guarded. But for an individual to set down and
enough to make mankind wise, if they sequence of her alarming illness, the ball Loco-focoism—attempting to turn off all
dient, this year, to make “ a long pull and coolly pen such declarations, and for a lar^e
would but consider the mutability of at the palace, which was to have taken their apostate and exposed sub-treasurers
this world, and how it wheels about, place on Friday, June 28, in celebration upon the Whigs. Judas was a regular sub a strong pull,” let us at least guard against assembly deliberately to permit them to be
treasurer—an exclusive hard money fel rustingout — let us hold our own, and be published for the perusal of their fellbw citi
nothing being firm and sure. He that of her Majesty’s coronation, was post low
—he “carried the bag,” betrayed his
zens, as embracing views in which they
poned.
Queen
Victoria
expressed
a
de

is now above, to-morrow is beneath ;
trust for thirty pieces of“ constitutional cur prepared for contesting every inch of the heartily concur, betrays, certainly, a party
sire
to
have
an
interview
with
Lady
he that set on this side to-day, to-mor
ground
next
year,
when
the
people
will
be
rency,” and then “ went to his own place.”
zeal bordering on madness, rendering its sub
row is hurled on the other ; and not Flora. The Morning Post says', “ Some We know he pretended to have reformed called upon to elect Congressmen, in addi jects reckless ot facts, and imbruing them
preparation
and
delay,
as
may
easily
be
for a while, but his hard money propensities tion to State officers. The choice of Presi with a spirit ill-becoming a primary meetin»
considering these matters, they fall into
Had steamboats
many inconveniences and troubles, cov supposed, having been indispensable, finally brought him out.
dential electors will also occur in the fall of for the candid discussion of questions of pub
eting things of no profit, and thirsting this important and interesting interview and lailroads been in fashion in his day, he 1840. These things should be kept in mind. lic concernment.
Il is well known that the recent commer
after them, tumbling headlong into so did not take place until Friday last (the might have gone to England or Texas, in
When extravagance, corruption, and mis cial embarrassments in ibis country, growing
28th.) What passed during this inter stead of hanging himself.—Northern Cour.
many calamities.
view can be known only to those to
management of all sorts are the order of the out of a deranged currency, are in a gretit
Publish your Dissolution.—A suit was
measure chargeable to the adniinistration.
Instantaneous Ginger Beer.—A Lon whom her Majesty may have been pleas tried in the N. Y. Circuit Court, one day day in our high places, it becomes not an W6 do not say (hat tlie administration is en
ed
to
reveal
it.
”
Lady
Flora
is
stated
intelligent
and
free
people
to
sit
down
in
last week, brought by A. Bagler, against
don paper gives the following recipe for
tirely chargeable with this derangement 111
preparing this pleasant beverage : Fill a to have expressed great pleasure at the Corning & Spencer, to recover $1300, the listless inactivity. “ Eternal vigilance is the pecuniary affairs—but that by arbitrary, un
called for and unjustifiable measures, on the
bottle with pure cold water, then have a prospect of their meeting, and a desire amount of a bill of goods sold by plaintiff to price of freedom.”
part of the present and past administrations, its
cork ready to fit it, also a string or wire to show that she entertained “ no ran Spencer, and charged to the firm two
months after the dissolution which had
[EFTbe Keunehunk Gazette savs, that 'the Suh- circle was extended anil it was pernicious in its
to tie it down with, and a mallet to drive cor, notwithstanding what had passed.”
not been published, the jury gave a ver
the cork, so that no time may be lost ; After her death the Queen ordered dict for the plaintiff to the amount claimed, 1 reasury system has been partially in operation for consequences, far beyond what it would have
the last twelve months, and within that period between been had government retrained from inter
Buckingham
Palace
to
be
closed.
now put into the bottle sugar to your taste,
eighty and one hundred defaulters have been detected ' meddling wiih the currency and acted upon
with interest and cost.
N. Y. Express.
(syrup is belter) a teaspoonful of good pow
Granted, bo much tor its operation, partial^. Now
let us go a step farther and pul it in operation wholly the sound maxim — “ let well enough alone.”
dered ginger, shake all well, then add lhe
Manufactures in Connecticut.—The report defaulters will not only be immediatelv delected but This is not party slang-it is truth. The govern
The British Steamers.—The British Queen of the Secretary of State ol Connecticut, defa cations, in a great measure, prevented,
sixth part ol an ounce of supercarbonate of
Such ment money deposited in the U. S. Bank was
steamer was expected at New York on
' system/
in that State, would be the practical effect of" the
soda ; cork rapidly and tie down ; shake the Thursday or on Friday, (to-day) at furthest. relative to manufactures
Mr. Ga- removed therefrom by Gen. Jackson, in a
zette.—Saco Democrat.
manner savoring strongly of arbitrary power,
bottle well; cot lhe sti ing ; the cork will fly ; Very large sums were bet in England shows the vSlue of goods manufactured in
one year, in the following towns
[We cannot admit this.
then drink ginger beer.
The system and was placed in local banks, which were
that she would make the trip in fifteen
days at farthest. The steamer President, Norwich, $1,150,205 New Haven, $455,795 exposes the public officer to tempt- selected, in most cas^s, with particular refer
N. London, 231,738 Manchester, 695.500 ation. The money of
ence to their political character, that is, where
Anecdote :—Founded on Fact.—In a soon to be launched in England, is of still Plainfield,
the Government is
457.292 Norwalk,
434.500 under his individual control-he may loan the Directors, or a majority of them, were
small village in the Stale of Georgia, a quar larger dimensions than ihe Queen, which is Woodstock, 231.900
may loan known to be supporters of the administration.
M iddletown, 316,000
rel recently took place between two French 1900 tons burthen, 238 feet length, 40 feet Winchester, 152.900 Bristol,
292,725 it, or purchase stocks or do whatever he I hese banks proceeded to discount largely—
beam —her engines are 500 horse power,
men ; one a meagre little physician who weight 500 tons, and occupy 80 feet in E. Windsor, 255,210 Danbury,
186,200 pleases with it. Perhaps he sets out with the issues of all ihe local banks were increased
— money was plenty ;—the natural, almost
looked as if he lived on his own drugs — length 28 feet high. She is to go from
the intention ot turning1 an “ honest pen
inevitable, consequence was that a spirit of
I^ich Printers.—A New Orleans corres
the other, a sturdy grocer, who as a canni New York alternately to Liverpool and Lon
pondent of the Boston Evening Gazette, ny” and of paying over to Government, speculation, already enkindled, was fanned
bal, could have taken the little M. D. at a don.
During the last outward passage of the says that the editor of the New Orleans in due time, all that belongs to it-he loans into a flame—it spread like wild-fire through
meal. Inlhe progress of the dispute, the
out the land, and limber and ledges, and
doctor wrought up to the sticking point, and Great Western from New York, her en- Courier is estimated to be worth a million
v
‘
'
• ■ • . seen an(j dd^
way and all the time- and a half dollars, more or less, besides be. He becomes involved.
He makes unseen,
were
bought
and
as warm as a cataplasm, exclaimed, “ 1 will iqiSo worked a11
’
¿
hseen
’
were
HougHt
and so
sold and bonded.
I
ing
State
printer
;
and
that
another
of
the
be dam if i no kill you
to which the gro 13 1-2 days—except for fifteen minutes, em daily editors is Secretary of the Council false returns. This step taken, he is pre Men became wild and visionary—they stak
ployed in tightening a screw.
cer replied with non-chalance of 'the most
He ed every thing. In the midst of this specu
of the second Municipality, printer to the pared for another of “ deeper dye.”
Portland Adv. 26th ult.
ludicrous contrast, “ No Doctaire, I’ll be
same, and printer to the Theatre, and for decamps, a defaulter. It is not necessary to lating mania came the “ Specie Circular," re
quiring that certain government dues should
dam if you do, for I shall no employ you.”
Fortification of British North America.— the first two offices has $4500 a year.
expose men to this temptation. Other and be paid m specie. A sudden contraction of
The Brockville Statesman states that aLicense Law.—The Quincy Patriot men better and tried systems there are for keep discounts by the pet and other banks, fol
The best joke we have heard in a long mong other active preparations which are
by the suspending of specie
time, was cracked by a village preacher. now making to place every part of Brit tions that the Hon. John Quincy Adams has ing the public funds, which leaves the offi lowed
payments, grew out of this measure
cer
less
exposed
to
temptation
and
sub

written
a
letter
to
Henry
Williams,
Esq.
of
He was preaching on a very sultry day, ish North America in the most ample
..........Timber
....... ... ..,
JU granite
1JIW
Boston, in answer to one addressed to him jects him to a more rigid accountability. of the Executive. The
and
in a small room, and was much annoyed by state of defence, are fhe following : Bermu
and other bubbles then exploded—thous
soliciting his opinion upon the “ fifteen gal
da
is
to
be
strongly
fortified,
permanent
If
the
80
or
100
defaulters
which
have
those who casually dropped in after the
ands and tens of thousands suffered, soma
barracks are to be built at Laprairie with lon law.” Mr. Adams thinks that law to be
service commenced, invariably closing the stone towers to defend them, Martello towers injudicious and imprudent, and hopes it will been detected had been required to depos- were embarrassed temporarily, others were
door after them.
His patience being at are to be erected at Montreal, Fort Wel be repealed or modified by the next Legisla ite all monies that came into their posses reduced from affluence to poverty, and many
°
length exhausted by the extreme oppres lington at Prescott is to be completed, ture.
sion, belonging to the Government, in some | were so deeply involved, as to shut out all
hope of ever disentangling themselves. Then
siveness of the heat, he vociferated to an of Fighting island is to be fortified, and Gov
good bank, as soon after it was received as came “ panic, excitement, agitation.” Nor
Lightning.-Tha Yarmouth (Mass.) Regis
fender—‘ Friend, 1 believe if I was preach ernment has purchased several pieces of
was practicable, would the same facilities for js it at all wonderful that such a sudden
ing in a bottle, you would pul lhe cork in !’ land in various parts of the suburbs ot ter records a case which is very remarkable
Kingston, with a view of commencing. for an almost miraculous escape. A school defrauding the public have existed, as are Change in the business prospects of the coun
try should have produced commotion and
A Chance.—A Yankee down east ad public works, for its defence, on a very house in the town of Wellfleet was struck by afforded by the Sub-Treasury system ? We disquiet. But the Van Buren party are the
large scale.
J lightning. There were forty children in the doubt not, that if the system were “putin
vertises for a better half in lhe following
last persons who should ridicule or complain
house, who, with their teacher, were all pros
operation wholly,” defaulters would be sum of this. It iff becomes them, while justifying
curious manner : —
It is rather unnatural to rejoice over trated by the bolt, and some of them rather
marily detected—they would gather all they the measures of their party leaders, which
“ Any gal what’s got five hundred dol the misfortunes of others ; but really the seriously injured, but not a life was lost !
lars, and decent lass, can find a customer speculators, who have undertaken to keep
could and elope.
It would require little were the great incitements to the evils
for life, by writing a bille dux addressed up the prices of grain, deserve very little
Aroostook Boom.—'The Bangor Whig says sagacity or trouble to discover the defalca brought upon the country, and while endeavot mg to fasten upon the nation a system
to X. Q., and slick it in lhe crack of uncle pity, says the New York Whig. The worst t iat the Grand Jury of Aroostook county tion.
And this game would be repeated threatening to involve the people in still great
wish we have for them is, that they may at the recent term of the District Court,
Ebtnezer’s barn.”
have to work, as the poor man does, for a on complaint of Mr. Carey, one of the Lo and re-repeated, until the people demanded er evils, to intimate that they are innocent,
and that to President Van Buren and his ad
dollar
a day, and pay ten dollars a barrel co loco Representatives in the last Legis the abrogation of the system.
‘ Oh dear !’ blubbered out an urchin
visers is due the credit of saving the country
for
flour.
Six
months
discipline
of
that
lature,
have
indicted
Mr.
McIntyre,
Land
That
“
defalcations,
in
a
great
measure,
who had just been suffering from the ap
from a “ threatened revolution !” A more
sort, would do such fellows good. Specu Agent, and Col. Jarvis, Provisional Land would be prevented,” it seems to us there
plication of the birch. ‘ O my ! they tell late as much as you please in cotton, in
perfect specimen of bare-faced effrontery is
Agent, for erecting the Aroostook Boom,
What is there seldom submitted for public inspection !
me about 40 rods make a furlong, but ] tobacco, in stocks, in eastern and western which is declared a nuisance.
The Whi°-' is no ground for believing.
“ A strong intuitive sagacity”—“ a moral
can tell a bigger story lhan that.
Let lands—but don’t touch the great staples that adds the following
0 in the system to warrant,tbis conclusion ? Is
courage which knew no fear when the
urn get seech a plaguy Lickin as I’ve had, form so large a portion of the sustenance
“It is also stated that this Boom has not an individual more responsible to the Govern public bid him to ‘ go on’ ”—“ a devotion of
and they’ll find out that one rod makes otthe laboring classes. These should be detained the timber and logs cut by the ment or People than a Bank ? The officers
patriotism,’ &c. &c. the peculiar character
left free, the prices to be regulated only Provincial plunderers upon the public lands,1
an acker.’
of government are presumed to be “ faithful,” istics of Martin Van Buren !—ofa man who
by the fluctuation of the seasons.
as that timber has not been put into the!
has been described by one who well under
river, while much of that cut by permits of! —so certainly are the officers of Banks ;-they < stood his character, as “ a political grimalkin,
A man who had a scolding wife, in answer
The
following
toast
was
given
at
to
an inquiry
after her, said «be
she —
a Massachusetts and Maine Land Agents, has are “ sworn,” so are the officers of Banks
.vaui
UMui.jaiwriier,saia
was pretty
purring over petty schemes,”—whose whole
been stopped, and the operators intend pre they are “ chosen officers [or agents] of the political career has been marked by tergiver
tW¿J,.n-.Aene‘’a,’°nly suMeet at times to a celebration of the 4th at Canton, Ohio : —
“By H. Gris wold- The White House at senting a claim tor damages.
The loco Government,” so most assuredly are Banks sation, duplicity and wily management. At
‘ breaking out at the mouth.’
Washington.-yiny it no longer be used as foco skein of proceedings relative to the
one time for De Witt Clinton, at another
boundary business, when it shall be fairly selected by the Government. Well, then, against him ; to-day in favor of war, to-mor
A gentleman, while at breakfast the other a Martin s Box.”
unravelled, will present a curious mess. the Bank has specie—it has capital
the row against it—now a tariff advocate, anon
morning, broke an egg, and disturbed the
We intend shortly to take hold of this mat- iindividual may not. The money may be strongly opposed to the policy. We believe
repose of a sentimental looking biddy, cal
A journeyman printer has Keen nominated
ter an<l show the people the admirable
led the waiter, and insinuated that he did
abstracted by unfaithful officers, but the cap there are very few men who have been so
skill of the leaders, which we think almost
‘ “ pr~ Ü!1 U bad
many years in public life and who have at
equals the unequalled beginning of the fast ital of the bank is left to make Government tained so elevated a station in the political
moving Sheriff.”*
J
whole;—the individual gathers up his goods world as has President Van Buren, whose
P°pulali°n of Ohio is now estimated
A woman down East has named her son
and chatties and leaves the Government to history would not furnish more examples of
at
1,700,000.
In
1800,
she
numbered
less
Mons Multicaulis.
Mr. Secretaty Forsyth has returned to take care of itself. The Bank cannot run nobleness of character, statesmanlike quali
than 50,000 inhabitants.
I Washington.
ties and conduct calculated to excite pub
( away, the individual can.
lic admiration, than can be adduced to a-
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jcomes them, while justify.^
their party leaders, wW
incitements to the effl
e country, and while endearupon the nation a system
volve the people in still gt*
ate that they are innoceflli
¡dent Van Buren and bis J'
credit of saving the counu .
neil revolution!” A mCt.
i of bare-faced effrontery
1 for public inspection,
uitive sagacity”—“a
knew no fear when
o ‘ go on’
a devotion’1
&c. the peculiar cba^
ran Buren !-ofa man*
ied by one who well un f
er, as “ a political gnn^,1
y’sclieuwl/’-wbose*

is been marked by terg
and wily management,
e Witt Clinton, at an J
Jay in favor of war, to
,w a tariff ad^am*
to the policy. We
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v men who have be
die life and who have ®
1 a station in the po
.¡dent Van Buren,
furnish more
acter, statesmanlike 1»
calculated to excite J
ian can be adduced to

dorn the public nr private
history
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.------1 Interesting facts.—The entire growth
OT’Mr. Clay was at Buffalo, N. Y. (on
Van Buren. When
.......or
.......
L----- has
•
*he- shown
•
where
; of cotto„ in ,he w()r|(| ¡g
£
M
[communicated.]
mo THE AFFLICTED! DR. RICHhis way to the Niagara Falls, Canada, &c.)
a Stiong intuitive oogaviiy,
,
sagacity,” VAVCIH
except in nnn nAn
nnn
Mr. Remtch—I approve of the sugges
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
................
; success of- _a 000,000
some “petty scheme
” for the
000>000 pounds.
pounds, Of this 550 millions are a few days since. He was treated with tions of“ A Citizen” in a late Gazette, in re A
Bitters, for the 'cure of aff those prevalent
party !—when or where “
‘ moral courage”, supposed to be grown in the United States,
gard
to
the
Burying
Ground.
I
hope
his
marked attention “ in this beautiful city of
diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
and “ patriotism” which led him fearlessly
| ' 1 ’30 in Brazil, 8 in the West Indies, 27 in the Lakes.” In reply io some complimen communication will excite a general inter ° i IV«7 Complaints,
Dizziness or Head
to strive for the public good—to sacrifice
est.
It
is
shameful
that
the
burying
ground
Egypt, 36 in the west of Africa, 190 in the tary remarks from his whig friends, he ad
personal interest on the altar of his coun
in this village should be so neglected, and I ache, Pandering or settled Pains, Sinking,
try’s welfare 1
He had the “ intuitive sa west of Asia, 35 in South America and dressed a large company who had assem would respectfully request the call of a tannness Nervous Debility, Costiveness,
gacity” to see that he could “ ride into the Mexico, except Brazil, and 14 millions bled to greet him, in a very handsome man meeting of the Association and of citizens Piles, and all general derangements of
Presidency on the shoulders ol Gen. Jack- j elsewhere.—At 19^ cents per pound (the av
generally to take the subject into considera health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
ner. Mr. Clay gave as a toast,— “ Com
stomach and bowels, which have been iifstson,” and he backed and filled and trimmed
erage price for the last 50 years) the pres promise, Concession, and Union,” which was tion, and adopt measures to procure a per
sty*.ed tbe storehouse of disease.”—•
his sails so as to effect this object. To Gen.
manent wall round the same, and that the
Jackson and his friends he owes his office— ent growth of the world is worth $192,500,- received with hearty applause. The Buffa work be commenced with no unneces 1 hese Bitters have proved a certain and
speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
to them, in advance, he pledged himself to 000. At 10 cents it is worth $100,000,000. lo Commercial Advertiser says “ every
sary delay.
Another Citizen
ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
“ tread in the footsteps of his illustrious
Of this, about 350 millions of pounds are craft had its’flags flying, and every water
cessary to publish a long list of puffin* re
predecessor”—through their influence he j consumed and manufactured in England,
sailor
commendations upon which the merits of
was eager to see the man who, when there
hopes to gain a re-election to his present
many advertised medicines depend
office. “ Come weal or come woe,” then, he I the cotton manufactures of which Island was reported to Congress to be
the
following
Card.
_
_ 7,000
(p^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS,
is determined to persist in “treading in the amount to about 170 millions of dollars— American seamen impressed in the British DR. JVM. EV^S' CELEBRATED SOOTH
lhey are put m Flat Bottles, with the
footsteps”—to him the will of his party is about 150 millions of pounds in the United
ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING.
the voice of the people—he hears no other, States, valued when manufactured at 60 service, and tlrere seemed to be no means THIS infallible remedy has preserved hun following words blown in the glass “ S. O.
Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
for their rescue, exclaimed, sooner than sufhe recognizes no other. Give him the Sub
dreds of children, when thought past re
with a label which covers the cork, and be
Treasury, in full operation, in addition to millions—80 millions of pounds in France, fer this, let us bind ourselves to
covery, from convulsions
As soon as the Sy
our galthe hordes of office-holders now ready to do manufactured into fabrics valued at 70 mil Iant tars, and go down together, fighting rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov sure that a f^simile of my signature is up
er. this preparation is so innocent, so effica on the label, ^o that the cork cannot be
as he bids—increase the public officers and lions—250 millions of pounds in China and
cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim^
give him the purse strings of the nation— India, 25 in South America and Mexico, for free trade and sailors’ rights.”
let its gurus be rubbed with it. When infants ile of my signature upon the outer en
------------ -- ----------------- ----- ------—
4
and he may well feel a confidence that he
Anti-Van Buren Convention of Young are at the age of four months, though there is velope, without which none are genuine.
shall retain his office for another term. This &c. &c.
no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup I he great suece^of this medicine has inIt is estimated that the capital em Men.—Some of the Southern papers pro should
scheme has been twice or thrice voted down
be used on the gums, to open the pores
by the Representatives of the People, and ployed in manufacturing, by machinery, in pose that a Convention of Whig Young Parents should never be without the Syrup in du^jd^number of unprincipled persons to
various ways—Remember his
the people have plainly indicated, through England, is 200 millions; in France, 120 Men be held, during the summer of 1840, ei the nursery where there are young children : for
^^annot be obtained of Pedlars on any
the ballot boxes, that they repudiate the
if a child wakes in the night with pain in the
pretence
whatever.
J
ther at Baltimore or Washington, for the gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
measure. Still he persists.
Who can show millions; in the U. States, 110 millions.
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
I
purpose
of
perfecting
a
thorough
organizaThe
first
cotton
plant
in
Uie
United
States
ening
the
pores
and
healing
the
gums
—
thereby
evidence that it is called for by the public
Agent for the New England States. Pre’
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, ¿tc
voice, or demanded for the public good ? was raised in 1787. In 1791 the cotton crop 1 tion throughout the country.
ITT A severe case of Teething wit'h Summer pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
And who needs stronger evidence than that of the U.S. amounted to 2 millions of pounds,
Sold Wholesale
Complaint, cured by the infallible American Richardson s Laboratory.
furnished by the events of the last few years,
“ Family Influence.”—The annexed ar Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs M’- and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
3 4 of which grew in South Carolina and
that it is prosecuted lor the purpose of
ticle from the Portland Advertiser of Mon Pberson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, street, Boston, and by most Druggists
In 1801, the crop had day evening, hits some neighborhood, we
strengthening a party and increasing Ex 1-4 in Georgia.
«
r n ■; a feW da^s since at the medical of throughout the New England States.
Mer
ecutive power ?
reached 40 millions of pounds ; in 1811, 80 opine, in the “ ancient and respectable coun fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
chants in the country can receive them
How much of “ sagacity” has Mr. Van .millions; in 1823,170 millions; in 1828, ty of York.”
»
Syrup for her chi d, who was suffering excrucia safely packed in boxes, by forwardin* an
Buren exhibited, in his regard for the peo | 348 1 2 millions ; in 1834, 475 1-2 millions’
A Combustible Neighborhood.—A corres ting pam during the process of dentition, being order, and the usual discount will be allow
ple’s interests, by retrenching the public ex
momentarily
threatened with convulsions, its
pondent writes, that there are living in a
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle.
penditures?
Let the increased annual j 85 of which grew in Mississippi, 85 in Ala- small village, in the western partof this State, bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
His
dry
Butera
put
up in a pressed form are
oe
retained
on
the
stomach.
Almost
immediate

public expenditure,
since he came into i bama, 75 in Georgia, 65 1-2 in South Caro m five houses of common country size, about
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas 50 cts. per paper.
office,—exceeding that of any year during lina, 62 in Louisiana, 45 in Tennessee, 20
rods distance, and not a whig between — ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
Sold also by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, &
Geti. Jackson’s reign and more than double
the following number of office-holders,—a the gums, the bowels m a short time’became b. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John Hs
that of any year during Mr. Adams’ ad in Florida, 18 in Virginia, 9 1-2 in North Cai- majority of whom are brothers,—all of them
j AV tl'ib1IJJte,of gratifude for the bene Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
ministration,—answer. How much of “ moral olina, 1-2 in Arkansas.
Frorn 1791 to 1826, pure “democrats,”—but not all “ dved in the fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction Berry, Saco; York, Samuel A. Douglass;
courage” did he exhibit, when, during the South Carolina was the most abundant wool :—
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S*
‘‘panic,” a Committee delegated by the cit- cotton growing Stale ; from 1826 to 1834 5 Justices of the Peace,
°r Dr’ VVM- EVaNS’ SOOTHING
1 Assistant Postmaster, SYRLH , as there are several counterfeits ad Bowles ; Holhs, Jonathan Rumery ; Water
izens of New York, to visit the seat ot Gov
borough, Chaco Taylor J Alfred, Beni. F.
• Georgia took the lead ; from that time Mis- 2 Lawyers,
1 Coroner,
vertised.
Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.
ernment and represent to the Chief Magis
2 Deputy Sheriffs,
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
1 Captain,
trate the wants and sufferings of all classes} sissippi and Alabama have taken the front 2 Selectmen,
AGENTS.
5 ,,Great FaHs> Mark Noble ; Dover.
1 General’s Aid,
.
rank.
of the people, were turned away with a gra
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me.
2 Assessors,
Wm. B. Smith, ®Asa A. Tufts, John H.
1 State Committee, &c.
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
cious nod and a polite intimation that he(
Town Agent,
&c. &c.
Wheeler.
A late number of the New York Whig
James Crocket, Norway ;
Collector of Taxes,
could not aid them ? He might have shown
1 Stereotyped Modera
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
' has a long article on the Cotton crop of Constable.
Thomas
Chase,
N.
Yarmouth
;
“ moral courage” here—he might have lis
tor,
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
Member of Congress, 1 Ductor.
tened to the petitions of the depressed, shown the world, from which we have gathered
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid
Postmaster,
himself superior to the dominion of party spir the foregoing interesting facts.
ate streets, Portland, Me.
mHE subscriber having, as he has reason
it and afforded some evidence that patriotic
“ As the above looks a little aristocratic, the
J une 8, 1839.
H a
n? leve’ d,scovered a Certain cure for
feelings were cherished in his bosom. The
A meeting of the Cumberland County’ As editors of the Age, the Eastern Argus and
the Salt Rheum; and which may also be
people will want some stronger evidence sociation of Teachers and friends of popular Maine Democrat, will please publish the aHTMENEAL.
considered as a remedy for various other
of “sagacity” than is afforded by an em
bove, and see to it, that the favored spot has
humors, or cutaneous diseases, would inform
barrassed treasury, driven to issue Treasu education, (formed in Portland last January,) no more officers. If any one doubts this,
MARRIED—In Boston, 21st ult. Capt. Jo the public, that be has applied for and re
ry Notes to meet the demands upon it and was held in Gorham on the 17th uh. The names and place of residence will be given.” seph PerkiiVs of Kennebunk-port, to Miss
ceived the United States LettersPatent,
to beg that the 4th instalment of the sur exercises of the day were, we learn from the
Susan Locke of B.
plus may be withholden from the people— Portland papers, of an interesting and useful
In York, on Thursday evening last, Capt. from the proper authority at the city of
CC^'The committee appointed by the citi
ame8 Talpev, to Miss Eliza IN. Freeman, Washington, for said remedy, which he de
or .of “ moral courage” than is afforded by
zens of Eastport to inquire into the amount J
both of York.
nominates a Compound for the cure of the
an obstinate adherence to a scheme which chaiacter. An address was delivered by
In Greenland, N. H. 18th nit. Mr. William bait Rheum and other Diseases of the Skin
has proved so detrimental to the public in Rev. Mr. Whitman of Portland on the im of loss sustained by the recent calamitous fire
Chapman
of
Lee,
to
Miss
Caroline
Adams
of
He is aware that some may doubt, wheth
terest as the Sub-Treasury, and from which portance of thorough instruction in the ele in that town, have attended to the duty as Kittery.
er there is any cure for this disease. He
" has
the best that can be expected is the mentary principles of the various branches signed them and made a report. They esti
often doubted it himself
Many things,
strengthening of a party, at the risk of blight
mate
the
loss
as
follows
:
—
OBITUARY.
however, once deemed impossible,, are now
ing the general prosperity—or of “ patriot taught in our schools. Several resolutions
Aggregate of buildings, &c. $123,50300
accomplished.
ism than is afforded by electioneering were introduced and discussed. One in favor
DIED
—
In
Alfred,
on
Saturday
evening
last
Personal Property,
Salt Rheum, he knows by sad experience,
54,450 00
tours to advance his own interests, eating, of the introduction of vocal music, as a branch
Julia H, youngest daughter of Nathan d’
is a disorder not easily conquered.
He was
drinking and travelling at the public ex of regular study, into all our schools, led to a
Appleton, Esq. aged 5 years.
$177,953 00
In Bangor, Col. Charles Hayes of the Bangor himself dreadfully afflicted with it, more
pense,—a mere party President, travelling as long and animated debate. It was warmly
Aggregate of Insurance,
than twenty years, and at times for months
68,191 00
House, formerly of Saco.
such, treated as such and evidently willing
In Limington, suddenly, Mrs. Rebecca, relict together, was unable to labor, and some
to be considered as such. The Presidential advocated by Dr. Parsons of Windham, Mr.
Net Loss
of Mr George Moody, aged 73 years.
$108,762 00
times even to walk, or dress himself
He
chair is no place for such a man.
'I'he Greenleaf ol Bradford, Mass, and Rev. Cvrit
In New York, Susannah A. wife of Charles applied to many physicians, and tried vari
country must suffer while he occupies its Pearl of Gorham. It was opposed by Mr.
^daughter of the late Capt. Israel ous things prescribed by them and others, but
N
ew Post Office.—A Post office has
highest office. The people, it is devoutly
Lassell, of Biddeford, Me.
found little relief.
hoped, will learn wisdom from the past, and Packard and Mr. Whitman of Portland. Mr. been established at Ross’s Corner, in this
In Bangor, Mr. Thomas F. Hatch, aged 41
In the spring of 1833, being verv sick with
elect for his successor a better and a wiser Whitman said “ he was a friend to music, county, and Otis B. Ross, Esq. appointed years.
s
Post-master.
the disease, he had well nigh given up all
man.
and should be glad to see it introduced
hope of recovery. At that time, he received
when and where it was practicable, but that
____ SHIP NEWS.
from a friend a list of articles, chiefly indi
(tZ^A Bass was taken in Saco last week,
The crops. — The wheat harvest is over
many of the remarks which, of late, had which weighed 51 pounds when dressed and
genous to our own fields and forests, and
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST .3, 1839.
in several of the Southern States and is
admitted to be good for the complaint, which
progressing in the Middle and Western been made in its favor, he thought extrava cleaned.
articles be immediately caused to be procur
States. In Arkansas and Mississippi the gant and false. He asked why it was, if mu
■TOTt Saco, July 24th, sip. Portland, Lunt,
The British Queen.—This steam ship arW’orl.iand ; 26th, sip. Henry, Matthews, Lincoln- ed With these thingsand others, which he
wheat was all harvested last month, and is sic had such an effect as had been stated
rived nt New York at 7 o’clock on Sunday Wille ; schs. Maine, Smith, Boston ; Packet, Hill, had before found in some degree beneficial
represented as very abundant in both States.
In North Carolina, in the upper gram dis upon the feelings, that singing choirs and tnornmg, m a passage of fifteen days and Ho. ■ Elizabeth, Leavitt, do. ; Mercator, Smith! he formed a compound, and applied it to his
tricts, the crop was very large—in the piominent singers, were almost proverbially a half from Portsmouth, bringing London ■ '*' ‘> Charles,------ , Gloucester ; Agricola, Gor- diseased and distressed frame. In three
weeks, he can say with truth and pleasure •
western counties the ravages of the chinch sensitive and contentious. And, as to its papers to the 11th, six days later than ®on, Boston ; 27th, schs. Jack, Emery, do. : Koby the Great Western. Het, Hill, do ; Friendship, Clark, do. ; Mayflow- and be ought to do it with much gratitude
bug had been very destructive, and in some promoting clearness and distinctness in ar were received
Hr Emery, do. , Charles, Rolf, do.—Sailed—July that he was comparatively well’; and shortly
places half a crop would not be secured. ticulation, and thereby making good readers, The Queen sailed from London on the*Kbth, sch. Hudson, Clark, Boston.
after was restored to perfect health, so far
afternoon of the 10th, but in
m consequence
consequence
In Indiana and Michigan the crops are very
& At Ponce, 8th, brig Ponce, Davis, dis’g
abundant, with the exception of a small! he asked why it was, that with nine out ol of the state of the tide did not pass the bar■ Cid. at Liverpool, 9th ult. Eliza Patterson, as regards Salt Rheum ; and continues so to
a period of five years.
district in the latter State, where not more every ten singers or choirs, you Could not at the mouth ot the Thames until the 11th. ■I hornton, Havana—(one account says ent. for this day
Hundreds of persons, afflicted bv this
than an average crop is expected in conse bear a word of their singing distinctly and She arrived at Portsmouth on the mornin«’■ oadmgfor Savannah.) Ent. for loading, Zogrievous malady, have made use o*f this
of the 12th, and left at half past 12, M.
tofr, INew Orleans.
quence of the ravages of the Hessian fly.
clearly enunciated.”
Pile sales of Cotton at Liverpool con
At London, 10th, brig Swiss’Boy, Blaisdell, medicine ; and, as far as he can learn, it has
In Virginia, the chinch bug and Hessian fly
In some
1 rarely failed to give satisfaction.
The subject was finally referred to a com tinued to be dull, at a further fall of l-2d for INew York, loading.
have been very destructive in some of the
Ar. at Gravesend, 9th, Diantha, Williams cases its good effects have been truly won
counties. In the region west of the Blue mittee, with instructions to report at length per lb. The pressure in the money mar
derful.
J
Matanzas.
’
Ridge the crop was never better.
Ac upon it, at the next meeting of the association ker continued without mitigation.
Ar. atEIsineur, 2d, Riga, for Boston-fsunHe will not state, as too many do, that his
There
is
n.p
news
of
importance
in
re

counts from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, in October.
posed in England.)
r Compound is a cure for all diseases ; but he
lation to the affairs of the East, unless it be
Ohio and New York give assurances that
At St. Ubes 19th ult, ship Grand Turk, has reason to believe that it is not only a
Resolutions in favor of the natural scien the illness of the Sukan Mahmoud, which,
the wheat crop in each of these States
lhompson,for New Orleans, 20th.
cure for Salt Rheum, but good for all hu
will much exceed the usual average. The ces, as a branch of study, in all our schools ; ifit proves true, may be productive of im
At Havana, 16th ult. brig Perseverance, Burn mors such as Ring Worm, Scald Head,
Corn crop, South and West, promises to be in favor of liberally educating the female sex ; portant consequences to the Turkish em ham, from------ , 13—ar. 13th.
Shingles Leprosy &c. &c. It has also
pire.
unusually abundant. The New York Ex
been used for the Piles, with the best effects.
and in favor of physical education, were al
Among the passengers in the British
press says,-in reference to these accounts from
AUCTION.
No person need fear any evil from it
so
introduced
and
debated.
Queen
are
Col.
Mudge
and
Mr.
Featherston
all sections of the country,—“ on the whole,
AN Monday, 12th of August, at 10 o’clock however old, or young, or feeble; for it is
augh,
appointed
by
the
English
govern-l
we do not think there has been in fifteen
A. M. will be sold at Public Auction, simple, and may be applied with safely.
A Convention of Common School Teach merit to make a new survey of the bounda-l fV>
years, a prospect of such general abundance,
ht the mansion of the late Joseph Moody,
Ihe following certificates and recommen
ry
line
between
Maine
and
New
Bruns-1
as the accounts from all parts of the country ers and others interested in the cause of ele
ill the personal property attached to said dations show bow effectual this remedy is
now hold out.”
mentary education is to be held, by adjourn wick. This is to be merely an exparte sur-| Residence.
JOSEPH G. MOODY.
when properly applied, viz :
J
i
vey, made for the purpose of placing thel
From the Rev. Josiah T. Halves, of Edsement, at Waldoboro, Lincoln County, on the British government in possession of all thel I Kennebunk, August 1, 1839.
The Vice Presidency.—A correspondent first of September. It is proposed to form a
comb, Me.
°
facts of the case, previous to a joint cotn-1 i
Also,
of the Richmond Enquirer (V. B.) says the
mi . To .aJ*
11 may concern.
(
At
private
sale
or
to
let,
the
Mansion
mission
being
appointed
to
settle
the
boun-1
Society,
at
the
above-named
time
and
place,
impression appears to be very general, that
This certifies that my wife, after having
the Vice President of the United States to be called the “ Lincoln Association ofCom- dary. This is a judicious course on thel House and twenty-five acres of Land at- been afflicted with the Salt Rheum, at times;
part of the British government.
¿Iso, for sale the House occupied
will not be a candidate for re-election, and moo School Teachers.”
The disturbances at Birmingham had notl hi P ^'P°wnn’Esq’Land Store occupied especially in the winter season, for more
concludes by asserting that Mr. Stevenson,
VYa’ker* for iernis enquire of thaHi tw^f;years;fP^^d about one year ago
wholly subsided, the Chartists having been! lirm &
the present Minister to England, “ is the
A Temperance Convention was held in
to Mr. William B. Trufant of Bath, for a cer
again excited by the seizure by the PolicJ William Lord, Esq.
man.”
York, on the 4th day of July last, composed of Mr. Lovett, Secretary of the National! A
ium ointment and medicine which he had ad
1 won J0SEPH G- MOODY.
vertised as a cure for this dreadful disease.
of delegates from the Temperance Societies Convention, and Dr. Taylor and Mr. Har-I August 1, 1839.
There are 1,555 Newspapers, Magazines | of York, Kittery, Eliot, South-Berwick and
She obtained it, and used it for several weeks
vey, two of the speakers of that body.
and Periodicals published in the United i
agreeably to the prescription of Mr. Trufant
LOST,
Boston Daily Adv.
States, of which 116 are published daily, 14 i Wells,. A very interesting address was dej
JOROM the Mail Stage, on Monday last, when to her great joy she found herself tJ
on the occasion by Rev. Mr. RankiJ
tri-weekly, 30 semi-weekly and 991 weekly. livered
"
U
1 bet'yce,n Kennebunk and Freeman’s appearance perfectly cured. She has had
“ The remainder are issued semi-month
Authentic Information from the Aroostook.— Hotel in York, a small Hand Basket, con some small symptoms of the disease once
of South-Berwick. After which an Associ
ly, monthly and quarterly, principally mag
A gentleman direct from the Aroostook, taining a Lady’s Dress, a Shawl and some since, but a brief application of the ointment
azines and reviews.
Many of the daily ation,—called the Southern Total Abstinence who resides but a short distance from the other articles. Whoever has found it, will &c. has removed them.—There can be but
papers also issue tri-weeklies, semi-weeklies Union of York Counly, —was farmed by the Boom, is now in town. He says that when receive a liberal reward by leaving it where httle doubt, I think, that a more thorou*h
and weeklies. Thirty-eight are in the Ger friends of the cause from the above-named he left there a few days since, there were, all it can be obtained by either of the Sta*e application, at first, would have effected*^
man language, four in the French and one
counted, but seventy five sticks of the tres Drivers.
°
radical cure. That she has received great
in the Spanish. Several of the New Or towns. A constitution was reported and a- pass timber in the Boom. The gentleman
benefit from the use of this medicine, I have
Kennebunk, Aug. 2, 1839.
dopted,
and
the
following
officers
were
chos

leans papers are printed in French and Eng
to whom we allude, is a man whose word
never doubted fora moment; though at the
lish.”
en -.—Executive Committee—Wm. Hight, Esq. will not be doubted. He was formerly a
time she commenced using h, J was st ti.
cidei vinegar
James Tatterson, Rev. Mr. Colby of South- resident of this town, and is now settled up XjlOR sale by
cal—.hough I wdlyteld to no one in my
Nominations.—The Van Buren con Berwick, Rev. Mark Fernaid of Kittery, and on the Aroostook, as a farmer. There are
L
wif
lord & Co. hatred to quackery, I do most cordially rec
Kennebunk, Aug. 3, 1839.
ommend -‘Mr. Truftnt’s Patent med,cine for
vention, at Belfast, nominated Messrs. John Wm. Fogg, Esq. of Eliot. Secretary, Rev. over one hundred of the Sheriff’s posse still
on the watch, though they have not a loothe Salt Rheum to all who are afflicted with
True of Freedom and Jonathan Merrill of
a piece to take charge of. This will be un
this dreadful malady, believing that if it
Frankfort, for State Senators, and Frye Mr. Miller of Kittery.
Blacksmith’s Business.
welcome news to our tax paying citizens.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the should not in all cases effect a permanent
Hall for County Treasurer, for Waldo.—
County Convention.—A whig coun
inhabitants of Kennebunk and vicini cure» lt would at least greatly mitigate this
The Van Buren Convention, for Kenne
Somerset Journal, 30lh ult.
ty, that he has taken the shop formerly oc meadful disease, and therefore prove to be
bec, held at Augusta, 4th inst. nominated ty convention, for Kennebec, will be held at
cupied by Mr. Furbish, where he intends a P9b '¿benefitEzekiel Small, Amos Nourse and B. W. Augusta on the 14th inst.-Messrs. Boutelle,
J- T- HAWES.
Military.-— At an election of officers of the
Varnum for Senators, and Thomas W. Belcher and Dumont, who composed the 4th regiment, held at Gen. Thomas’s at Al carrying on the
N. Edgecomb, April 15, 1838.
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS
Smith for County Treasurer.
This medicine can be obtained of the fol
Kennebec delegation in the last Senate, have fred on Saturday, the following gentlemen in all its various branches, and solicits a
lowing agents
were
chosen
—
Nathan
W.
Hanson
of
Lyman,
declined a nomination for re-election.
share of public patronage.
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich ; Kennebunk
Colonel, in place of Joshua Emery resigned.
A thunder shower, accompanied with
He will attend to the manufacturing of
Appointment.—John Say ward, Esq. has Jotham Allen of Alfred, Lieut. Colonel, vice
port, Andrew Luques ; Saco, S. L. Goodale •
hail and a strong wind, passed over Hollis,
Edge Tools, Shoeing Horses, Oxen, or in Portland,
A. Carter ; Wells, Joseph Wilson
in this county, on the
afternoon
of* the 23d U1V
ult.' 1i been appointed Post Master of Alfred, in place Sarpuel C. Haley. E. C. Emmons of Lyman, fact any thing pertaining to his profession.
m
c ij
”“*'—“ w
Mflfiv
1.
___
Many nf
of rhft
ihe nnrn
corn fields were -------much
injured,
j of Jeremiah Goodwin, Esq., resigned. *
Major, in place ofN. W. Hanson, promoted.’
and Aaron Maxwell ; Westbrook, Warren
_
GEORGE W. TAYLOR.
& King;—and by his agents generally
Saco Democrat.
Kennebunk, June 29, 1839.
throughout the State.
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IMPORTANT!

PROBATE NOTICES.

£1ARD.-TO

THE

BRANDRETWS PILLS,
PILLS

PUBLIC.-The
■
PUBLic.-The'BRANpRETH^S

amount of bodily and mental misery ; > VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
POETRY .________
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
arising from a neglect of small complaints ! JW- proved by the experience of thousands to
certain state of the mind accompanied
a Court of Probate holden at Limerick, jis incalculable, and itMS therefore of the ut-, be, when properly persevered with, a certain
TEMPERANCE ODE.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils arewithin andfor the County of York, on the first i,most
most importance
importance that
that aa strict
strict attention
attention to
to the
the ,.cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
The following Ode was sung at the Philadel apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord I least and most trifling bodily infirmities all having the same origin, and invariably arise
phia Museum, on the morning of the 4th, by the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the'<should be had ; for diseases of the body in from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease
some three thousand voices, accompanied by medical writers supposed this disease to be
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said variably affect the mind. MOFFAT’S VEG namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
Professor Rasche’s celebrated band.
It was
tion of the BLOOD.
confined to those particular regions of the ab
Court :
ETABLE LIFE MEDICINES, in every
composed for the occasion by E. F. Hatfield.
In a period of little more than three years in
domen, technically called hypochondria,
N
the
petition
of
Eliza
Furguson,
widow
instance
where
they
have
been
thoroughly
the United States, they have restored to a state of
Air—u Bruce's Address.”
which are situated on the right or left side of
of Timothy Furguson, late of South- used, have TRIUMPHED OVER DIS health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
Friends of Freedom ! swell the song ;
that cavity, whence conies the name hypo
Berwick, in said county, merchant, deceased,
EASE in all its diversified forms. The THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
Young and old, the strain prolong,
chondriasis.
praying for an allowance out of the personal j salutary effects of the Life Medicines have, incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Make’the Temperance army strong,
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal estate of said deceased :
in fact, been so universally experienced, that standing, and in many cases when every other
And on to victory.
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
ORDERED—That the petitioner give! in the short space of three years, they have remedy had been resorted to in vain.
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas notice to all persons interested in said estate, become fully established as the most easy,
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
Lift your banners, let them wave,
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal by causing a copy of this order to he safe and perfect mode of treatment ever of be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
Onward march a world to save ;
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
Who would fill a drunkard’s grave,
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing published three weeks successively, in the fered to the public.
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
And bear his infamy ?
the attention upon any subject of importance Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
It is unnecessary, here, for Mr. Moffat to it be from internal or external injury, it will be
or engaging in anything that demands vigoi in said county, that they may appear at recapitulate all the reasons which have inShrink not when the foe appears ;
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
or courage. Also languidness the mind be a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, ! duced him to arrive at this
conclusion,
Spurn the coward’s guilty fears ;
This great principle of “ PURGING” Jn
comes
irritable,
thoughtful,
desponding,
mel

the
first
Monday
of
|
It
is
sufficient
for
him
to
say,
that
the
disinin
said
county,
on
t
’
Hear the shrieks, behold the tears
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It ¡g
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a August next, at ten of the clock ini the j terested testimony of his fellow citizens v\ ho found much more convenient to take an occa
Of ruined families !
total derangement of the nervous system.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have been induced to use the Life Medi sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
Raise the cry in every spot— &
The mental feelings and peculiar tram of have, why the same should not be allowed. cines, will freely be pffered to any one well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
“ Touch not—Taste not—Hanmtrnot !
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
who may feel disposed to call at his Office, blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that
Who would be a drunken sot.
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
367
Broadway. He has there on file sever if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
The worst of miseries ?
»
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
versity. The wisest and best of men are as
al thousand letters, voluntarily proffered by months of miserable weakness, and the only one
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
July 12._______________
open to tbi®affliction as the weakest.
his patients, the receipt and perusal of which difference between the appearance of those two
Give the aching bosom rest;
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Carry joy to every breast ; •»
has given him more pleasure than all the persons—one has been treated by your regular
treatment are to remove indigestion and
Make the wretched drunkard blest,
wealth of the East could confer.
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
By living soberly.
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
The reader may not perhaps be aware is, see how the shadow of death throws his
H.
GOULD
has
just
received
an
addiits, which maybe promoted by exercise,'ear
that the origin of Moffat’s Life Medicines solitary glbnce from his emaciated countenance,
Raise the glorious watchword high—■
• tional supply of Goods, consisting of
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
was the result of a protracted and painful ill see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
“ Touch not—Taste not till you die !”
1200 yards English and American prints ; ness of their originator, Mr. John Moffat.— sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
versation.
The
bowels
(if
costive)
being
care

Let the echo reach the sky,
1400
yards
Brown
Sheetings
and
Shirtings
;
fully
regulated
by
the
occasional
use
of
a
When taken ill, Mr. M. was a prosperous perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
And earth keep jubilee.
Broadcloth ; and flourishing merchant in the lower part the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. Ho
mild aperient.
We know nothing better Black and Invisible Green
God of mercy ! hear us plead,
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. W m. Cassimeres ; Ticking; Brown Drilling ; of the city ; and having consulted and em says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
For thy help we intercede :
Scarlet ployed a number of our most skilful phy plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer English Gingham ; White and
Energetic measures! i. e.
See how many bosoms bleed !
tain in their operation. The bowels being Twill’d Flannel ; Plain, Red and Yellow sicians ; he, after months of suffering, was dies saved him.”
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
And heal them speedily.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile do. ; Bear Duck ; Rouen Cassimere ; Bleach prevailed upon to purchase the recipe of the better
say.—So to save life you must half poison
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti ed Linen; Silk; Twist; Buttons; White invaluable preparation which he now offers with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Hasten, Lord, the happy day,
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and and Mixed Knitting Cotton ; Slate and to the public.
When, beneath thy gentle ray,
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
Temperance all the world shall sway,
without dispute have proved a great blessing Blk. Worsted ; Taylor’s and Chap’s Spool
The effect of the Life Medicines in his erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
And reign triumphantly.
Thread
;
Factory
Warp;
Flag
Silk,
Pongee
to the numerous public.
own case was unparalleled in the history called curing. Shocking folly !
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of and Linen Cambric Handkerchiefs ; Braces ; of Medical experience ; and he immediately
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
Umbrellas;
Silk,
Kid,
Linen
and
Cotton
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
STATE OF MAINE.
determined to offer to the world a Medicine man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Complaint
—he has the firm, elastic tread of
Gloves;
Black
and
White
Pic
Nic
do.;
distinction, for whilst no medical au
Resolve proposing an amendment of the Con- enviable
,
to which he not only owed his life but his
stitution of the State.
i thority in existence condemns it, every medi Plaid Cravats ; Black Silk do. ; Brocade happiness. The uniform success which has conscious strength, his countenance is clear
serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
"O ESOLVED, Two thirds of both Houses ,cal practitioner that is acquainted with it Shawls; Victoria Robes; Table Covers; since attended their administration in every and
Spotted and Plain Lace; instance where a fair trial has been given the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
jDL of the Legislature concurring, that the freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, Tabby Velvet ;
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
Constitution of the State be amended by strik and that the latter should do so in opposition Edgings; Book Muslin ; Brown Linen for them, has been attested by thousands and ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
ing out the fourth section of the sixth article to their personal interests, must be attributed Jackets ; Paper Hangings ; School Books incontestibly proves their intrinsic merit.
soon rose without any injury being sustained
thereof, and substituting in the room thereof, either to their candor and love of truth, or to and Stationery ; Corn Brooms ; Painted
The LIFE MEDICINES can be taken by his constitution. Instead of being months ia
Pails
;
French
Kid
Slippers
;
Common
do.
;
the words following, viz: “ Section 4. All ju their unwillingness to fly in the face.ofall ob
with safety by persons of any age ; and the a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Misses do. ; Boys’ and Children’s do. ; a gen feeble, the infirm, the nervous and the deli entirely recovered the attack : because his
dicial officers, now in office, or who may be servation, and the testimony of thousands.
eral
assortment
of
Groceries
;
Scythes
;
hereafter appointed, shall from and after the
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
cate are strengthened by their operation, be blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
first day of March, in the year eighteen hun his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis Scythe Sneaths ; Rifles ; Hay Forks ; Rakes ; cause by their prompt and proper action up ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
dred and forty, hold their offices for the term eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad Cast Steel and Iron Shovels ; Window on the secretions of the system, and their solids arc thereby renovated, and he is not borne
of seven years from the time of their respec mits that they will not. He lays no claim to Glass, 7 by 9-r-8 by 10—10 by 12 and 10 by assimilation with and purification of the down by useless particles, but has renewed his
tive appointments (unless sooner removed by the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” by 14 ; Cut and Wrought Nails ; Blind blood, they clear the system of ail bad hu life and body both.
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
impeachment or by address of both branches and wishes nobody to believe that he sells Hinges and Fastenings ; Cast Steel Hoes ; mors, quiet all nervous irritability, and inva Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
of the Legislature to the Executive) and no the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he Knives and Forks ; Latches ; Chest and riably produce sound health.
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
longer, unless re-appointed thereto.”
does believe, and he can prove, that in debil Trunk Locks ; Paint Brushes ; Spectacles ;
For full particulars relative to the various corrupt humors of the blood; those humors
German
Silver
Spoons
;
Refined
Whale
Oil,
Resolved, That the Selectmen of the several ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
diseases and modes of treatment with the which cause disease—they impede the func
towns, Assessors of the several plantations, diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di &c. &c. &c.
Life Medicines, the reader is referred to the tions of the liver when they settle upon that
Kennebunk-port, July 20, 1839.
and Aidermen of the cities, are hereby em gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
Good Samaritan, published gratuitously by organ, and which, when they settle upon the
powered and directed to notify the inhabit whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
W. B. MOFF,AT, 367 Broadway, in which muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
SheriiFs Sale.
ants of said towns, plantations and cities, in dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
are also published a selection from numer nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
FglAKEN on Execution a- ous flattering and congratulatory letters re duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
the manner prescribed by law, at their next purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es v
ork, ss....
g
a
i
n
st
Thomas
Cocks,
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
annual meeting in September, to give in their pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
ceived the past few months.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
votes upon the following question, viz:— ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev George W. Bates and Francis Marshall, ail
LIFE <of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
MOFFAT’S
VEGETABLE
“ Shall the Constitution of the State be so a- ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease of New York, Stone-cutters, in favor of
all who behold them.
mended as to strike out the fourth section of which is brought on by intemperance ; in Barnabas Palmer, of Kennebunk, Esq., PILLS and PHENIX BITTERS, are sold
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
wholesale
and
retail
by
WM.
B.
MOFFAT,
twenty-eight
shares
of
the
capital
stock
of
the 6th article, and substitute in the room the wretched horrors of mind and body which
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
367
Broadway,
New-York,
to
whom
all
let

the
York
County
Granite
Company,
—
(a
thereof the words following ? viz : “ Sec. 4. accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
, tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
All judicial officers, now in office, or who may petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the Corporation established by law)—the prop ters must be directed post-paid.
erty
of
said
Cocks,
Bates
and
Marshall.
be hereafter appointed, shall from and after head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
THE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
the first day of March, in the year eighteen uncomely complexions, caused by the bad Said shares, or as many of them as shall
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up
hundred and forty, hold their offices for the state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in be sufficient to satisfy said Execution and and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis
term of seven years from the time of their re others mentioned in the bills of directions charges of sale, will be sold at public ven factorily demonstrated by the increasing de on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
than
may be generally imagined. Whatever
spective appointments, (unless sooner remov given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, due at my office, to wit, at my store in mand for them in every State and section
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
ed by impeachment, or by address of both that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in Kennebunk, in said county, on Saturday, the of the Union, and by the voluntary tes -it
tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
branches of the Legislature to the Executive,) terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT twenty-fourth day of August next, 1839, at timonials to their remarkable efficacy which of constant exercise is seen.
2
o
’
clock
afternoon.
and no longer, unless reappointed thereto.”
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
are every where offered. It is not less from
When constant exercise cannot be used
Conditions of payment liberal.
Resolved, That the inhabitants of said towns, are sold with them, will effect immediate re
a deeply gratifying confidence that they are FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
A.
WARREN,
D.
Sheriff.
plantations and cities, shall vote by ballot up lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
the means of extensive and inestimable good Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
Kennebunk, July 16th. 1839.
on said questions; those in favor of said a- a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
mendment, expressing it by the word Fes, up a doubt by daily testimonies which would
from interested considerations, that the pro of life, are kept free from those impurities
Tailoring
Establishment.
on their ballots, and those opposed to the a- be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
prietor of these pre-eminently successful which would prevent its steady current minis
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
mendrnent, expressing it by the word JVb, up EVANS can conscientiously request confi
medicines is desirous of keeping them con tering
vented from becoming mixed with it.
It is na
on their ballots.
SIMON WHITTEN
dence.
stantly before the public eye. The sale of ture which is thus assisted through the means
Resolved, That the Selectmen, Assessors and
Other and more conclusive demonstration
-Bis Tormer Ü t’ery additional box and bottle is a guaran- and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Aldermen shall preside at said meetings, re of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomil
customers and others, that he has t e that some person will be relieved from a
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
ceive, count and declare the votes in open Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
turned to Kennebunk, and taken a shop reater or less degree of suffering, and be are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
meeting; and the Clerks of said towns, plan submitted by the following important and ex ver the store of Mr. Porter Hall, where i nproved in general health ; for in no case Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
tations and cities shall make a record of said traordinary cures effected by their highly e intends carrying on the
o ?suffering from disease can they be taken
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street,
proceedings and of the number of votes, in medicinal qualities—all of which may be
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
i i vain. The proprietor has never known
the presence of the Selectmen, Assessors and seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
r it been informed of an instance in which
all
its
branches,
and
will
endeavor,
by
Aidermen, aforesaid, and transmit a true and 100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
.Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
t Ley have failed to do good.
In the most
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
attested copy of said record, sealed up, to the herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina unctuality and careful attention to the c istinate cases.-of chronic disease, such as
yle
and
quality
of
his
work,
to
mCrit
a
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Secretary of State, and cause the same to be ting public.
c ironic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism,
lare
of
public
patronage.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
delivered to said Secretary on or before the
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
a
ithma,
nervous
and
bilious
bead-ache,
cos(Cf^The latest fashions for cutting garSt. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
first Wednesday of January next.
t veness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
ents have been received.
Resolved, That the Secretary of State shall eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
s
veilings
and
ulcers,
scurvy,
salt
rheum,
and
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
the
virtues
of
your
inestimable
Camomile
Pills.
She
(Q^AIl garments made by him warranted
cause this Resolve io be published in all the has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tighta I other chronic affections of the organs and
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
fit.
newspapers printed in the State, for three . ness across the stomach, shortness »f breath, and palpi
t embranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
KT How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills,
Kennebunk, July 11, 1839.
months at least before the second Monday of tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
a id permanency which few persons would purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
her
;
but
since
using
your
Camomile
Tonic
Pills,
her
September next, and also cause copies there
Never purchase without being positively sure
t leoretically believe, but to which thousands
Manufactory,.
of, with a suitable form of a Return to be sent complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
that the person selling has an Engraved cer
- ■ from
■
•
in
I ive testified
happy
experience,
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
forthwith to the Selectmen of all the towns, life comfortably again.
c >lds and coughs, which, if neglected su- tificate of Agency, and {CPobserve it has been
and to the Assessors of all the plantations,
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
y jrinduce the most fatal diseases of the renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
I
- ■
and to the Aidermen of all the cities in the
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
ngs, and- indeed
of the viscera in general, holder are genuine.
State. And said Secretary shall, as early asI have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
t lese medicines, if taken but for three or
my
business,
and
for
the
last
4
or
5
months
was
confir»Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
may be, in the next session of the Legislature,
i ur days, never fail. Taken at night, they by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
( ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
lay all such returns before said Legislature( in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
s ) promote the insensible perspiration, and Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
with an abstract thereof, showing the number continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
8 ) relieve the system of febrile action and Principal New England Office,
ent kindsof medicine without effect, until I commenced
and state of the votes.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
f' culent obstructions, as to produce a most
In the House of Representatives, March 12,, taking your invaluable Cdmomile and Aperient Pills;
c elightful sense of convalescence in the
their
beneficial
effectsupon
me
astonish
all
who
knew
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
C.
W.
KIMBALL
1839, Read and passed—
mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken r lorning ; and though the usual symptoms JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
H. HAMLIN, Speaker.
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta- ( Ta cold should partially return during the
In Senate, March 13,1839.
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
the building in Kennebunk adjoining c ly, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
B.S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st,
Read and passed—
Dr. Wm. Evans.
lexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly r ext hourof bed-time will almost invariably and Seleucus Adams ;
JOB PRINCE, President.
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Tailoring Business

He therefore need only add that his
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
STATE OF MAINE.
at No. 100, Chatham st. New Yzork, and of
Secretary’s Office, ?
his authorised agen’ts in town and country.
Augusta, May 15, 1839.
§
OU^The above invaluable medicines can
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a trne be obtained, at the following places, from the
copy of the original Resolve in this office, AGENTS.
and in pursuance thereof request all printers
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
of newspapers in this State, to publish the
S. L. Gopdale, Saco ;
same “ for three months at least before the
D. Remich, Kennebunk;
second Monday of September next”—agree
ably to the provision therein contained.
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
A. R. NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
J. Griffin, Brunswick;
NOTICE.
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
FfflHE Schooner GRAPE will
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
A
sail from Perkins’ wharf,
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
LA) RWin Kennebunk-port, and from the
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
in Boston, as a regular Pack
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
and weather permitting. For Freight or
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
J. C. Kimball, Bluebill ;
D. & S. WARD.
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
J. Crockett, Norway ;
pjiats
J. K. Miller, Oldtown;
Caleb Crafts, Minot;
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
which he will sell at a small profit for the
I
same pay, or approved credit.
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
JAMES HUBBARD.
New-York.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
April 20, 1839.

March 14, 1839.

Approved.
JOHN FAIRFIELD.

& on,.

T

cupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
in good order for the above named busiss. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
ONS, of any style, built to order and warnted.
—also—

iaise Repairing & Painting,
ne at short notice and on the most reasonae terms.
—also—
EIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
e old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
•hwed in this State. Various kinds of
LUMBER taken in part payment.
March 28,1838.

FOR BOSTON.
F|pHE new schooner EhzaA
beth, Lewis L. WormJ.W) aWk wood master, will run during
the ensuing season as a regular
Packet between this port and Boston. The
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for
Passengers. Freight will be received on ac
commodating terms and carefully attended to.
For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel
Curtis’s wharf.
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
tf

SIMSES* &C
QCYTHES, Scythe Sneaths, Rakes, Hay
Forks and Scythe Rifles, for sale by
S. H. GOULD.
Kennebunk-port, July 20,1839.

c feet permanent relief, without further aid.
Lyman, William Huntress;
r. heir effect upon fevers of a more acute and
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
v oient kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
Sanford, EliotTibbets ; Caleb S. Emery;
li m in proportionable quantity ; and persons
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
r tiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
c ’the most alarming kind, will awake with
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
t e gratifying consciousness that the fierce
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
e lemy has been overthrown, and can be eaWells, Joseph Wilson ;
{ subdued.
In the same way, visceral
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H^escence, tho’ long established, and visce- Spear ;
inflammations, however critical, will yield
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
he former to small and the latter to large man ;
es of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
York, Alexander Dennett;
ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
ness, and very many other varieties of thé
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
cacy of the Phenix Billers. Full directions
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
for the use of these medicines, and showing
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
their distinctive applicability to different P. M.; West do. J. & ¡8. C. Adams;
complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Broadway, where numerous certificates of
Cornish, John McLellan ;
their unparalleled success are always open to
Limington, James McArthur;
inspection.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
O^’All post paid letters will receive im
mediate attention.
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
Acton, Wm. Evans.
B, BRANDRETH, M. IX
liberal deduction made to those who pur
241 Broadway, N. Y.
chase to sell again.
May, 1839.
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
The Life Medicines may also be had of
PATENT SCYTHES?
the principal druggists in every town
throughout the United States and the Cana
LSO Snaiths, Hay Forks, Rakes and
das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
Rifles, for sale bv
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
WM. LORD & Co.
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
Kennebunk, July 2, 1839.
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
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